It is generally assumed that, throughout the Qing dynasty, there was only translated literature in the Manchu language and that, by the nineteenth century, the Manchu literati had become too "sinicized" to unleash literary creativity in their native language. Nevertheless the discovery of a midnineteenth-century manuscript of Manchu literary verse, penned by the well-known prose translator Jakdan, points to the fact that Manchu belles-lettres existed even at a time when the role of Manchu in practical arenas was much in decline within the Qing empire in China. In addition to a preliminary account of the poetic forms found in Jakdan's Manju gisun i yobo maktara sarkiyan ("Transcript of bantering in Manchu language"), a supplementary volume to the Jabduha ucuri amtanggai baita ("Leisurely delights"), two intricate poems from the collection of Manchu verse are here presented (in transcription), translated and annotated for the first time.
save an index of the titles in Chinese and the last two poems (no. 22 and no. 23) interspersed with Chinese lines. This last, comparatively slim and extremely rare, volume carries the Chinese title Qingyu shiqu lu 清語適趣錄 "Record of the pleasurable interest in Manchu language", while its Manchu title reads Manju gisun i yobo maktara sarkiyan "Transcript of bantering in Manchu language" (with i to be taken instrumentally rather than genitivally); its author was Jakdan (fl. late 18th to mid-19th c.). In Manchu, sarkiyan usually refers to a collated copy transcribed (acabufi sarkiyaha; jiaolu 校錄) from the final drafts and it seems legitimate to assume that the transcriber was the collator, i.e. Hai·ioi, the collaborator of Jakdan (Bosson and Toh 2006, 17-19, 22) . However, it is not impossible that Jakdan transcribed it himself and, with the assistance of Hai·ioi, may have refurbished some of the lines in the process of collation and transcription. That there is occasionally a slip of light brown paper glued to a page with a note indicating that the ultimate choice of a certain wording was yet to be made seems to suggest that this is very probably Jakdan's holograph manuscript or transcript. To whom it was bequeathed is certainly a curious question. There is much scope for speculation concerning the identity of the last Manchu owner of the manuscript who was forced to dispose of it either in Peking or in Manchuria during the Republican or shortly after the Manchukuo years. The manuscript is not mentioned in the writings of Francis Cleaves (1911-95), the Mongolist who acquired it for the Chinese-Japanese Library of Harvard University (哈佛大學漢和圖書館), and Joseph Fletcher (1934-84), Cleaves' student and prominent historian of Islamic Inner Asia who offered Manchu classes at Harvard. 2 Although, according to library records, more than one library user had consulted the manuscript, they were either unimpressed by Jakdan's peculiarly stylized verses or barely literate in Manchu; as a result, it remained unknown to Manchu scholars until, in May 2003, James Bosson and I introduced it to the participants of the first North American Conference on Manchu Studies in Portland, Oregon. Jakdan, the author of the sarkiyan, was thenceforth identified determinatively with the master of Manchu prose whose translation of Pu Songling's 蒲松齡 Liaozhai zhiyi 聊 齋誌異 eclipsed earlier attempts and has come to survive as a valuable specimen of literary Manchu (Bosson and Toh 2006, 21-2; Toh 2007, 223 ). There were those who wish to gain some insight into the history of the formation of this particular "Chinese" literary genre. 2 In a "teaching aid for historians" which he prepared for the Manchu classes he taught in 1967-68, Fletcher writes: "Very little native Manchu literature is extant or available, and, in view of the difficulties involved in reading what there is, belles-lettres in this field may be regarded as a specialized subject suitable only for advanced students". (Manchu Aa and Ab: Elementary Manchu, p. i. My citation is based on the copy presented to Professor James Bosson by the late Professor Fletcher.) As a historian, Fletcher was drawn to, as well as Arabic sources, Islamic related materials in the Hesei toktobuha tulergi Monggo Hoise aiman i wang gung sai iletun ulabun (Ch. Qinding waifan Menggu Huibu wanggong biaozhuan 欽定外藩蒙古回部王公表傳). Would the scenario be different if Jakdan's poetry translations were in the library of someone well versed in Altaic philology but who considered Chinese poetics and innovative translation his métier -for example Berkeley sinologist cum Altaicist Peter Boodberg ? This is open to conjecture.
few great prosaists cum poets among the Chinese literati in the Qing dynasty. Perhaps, with Manchu, one had to become an acclaimed prose writer to be considered a competent poet, yet Jakdan was valued by his contemporaries merely as a translator, and even a translator of stature was not held in higher esteem than a dilettante poetaster, a fact Jakdan deplored repeatedly in his poems. Since Manchu materials are scattered throughout the major libraries in China, Japan, Europe and North America, and are usually rare, unpublished items, it is difficult to probe the past of Manchu poesy, a territory into which only a few Manchu philologists have entered. 3 At present little is known about the lives of Jakdan, Hai·ioi, Sunglin (Jakdan's nephew, from Khotan in Chinese Turkestan, who offered pecuniary aid for his needy uncle's literary activities (Bosson and Toh 2006, 22) ), and other members of the circle, and we have no information on the poetic ambience of their work. We do not know where Jakdan's poetic rapture began (Mukden?); when he first experimented with a novel ars poetica to engender a double pleasure (amtan) derivable from an acute sense of Chinese literary allusions and a taste of the rhythm in the combinations of Manchu sounds; who else (Manchu or Mongol bannerman) may have tried their hand at verse translations and compositions of the same kind, etc. What is obvious is that Manchu poetry of the kind composed by Jakdan was well advanced on its way from alliterative to rhyming verse. The tendency to use rhyme besides, or in preference to, alliteration was probably triggered by the Manchu emperors (e.g. Hiowan Yei 玄燁 and Hung Li 弘曆) who had come to study Chinese poetry seriously. 4 Prosodic features of Jakdan's poems are summarized in Table 1 . In some poems, the number of words (hergen i ton) shows symmetry between lines or half-lines (nos. 11, 13-14, 15, 17-21). The application of recurring lines or groups of lines with slight or gradual variations from one to the next is also found here (nos. 1-3, 6, 9, 11, 13, 21), appearing separately within the poem. Repetition involving syntactical parallelism and a juxtaposition of sequences often begins with words or phrases such as "ya geli. . ." (nos. 1, 2, 6, 21), "eici. . ." or "embici. . ." (nos. 3, 11, 13), "emu. . ." (no. 21), "ememungge. . ." (no. 3), "terei. . ." (no. 9), and "akû. . ./bisirengge. . .", "bisire. . ./akûi. . .", "akûi. . ./bisire. . ." (no. 11), etc. The following should be borne in mind:
3 Professor Dr Giovanni Stary of Venice has made an exceptional contribution to the exploration of this relatively obscure field, see Stary 1981 Stary , 1982a Stary , 1982b Stary , 1982c Stary , 1985a Stary , 1985b Stary , 1996 Alliteration and rhyme are, in effect, different facets of parallelism. It may be worth comparing the famous Han i araha yongkiyan mudan i irgebun / Yuzhi quanyun shi 御製全 韵詩 with Jakdan's verse, a task beyond the scope of the present study. While alliteration still prevails in all the samples of court poetry analysed in Shen Yuan and Mao Biyang (1999), rhyme is also a distinct feature. We therefore need to rectify some details of Shen and Mao's analyses of Manchu court poetry: (i) In Hûwang ho birai sekiyen: the rhyme is not in -bi only, but also in -fi and -ci; that is to say, the poem rhymes on -i; (ii) In Ilhangga tondo mergen miyoocan be irgebuhe irgebun: in the first stanza, the first and third lines rhyme on -i (-bi, -fi), the second and fourth lines rhyme on -he; in the second stanza, the first and third lines rhyme on -be, the second and fourth on -ha; (iii) In Yonggan mangkan: the first stanza rhymes on -u / -û, the second on -i (i.e. in -fi, -bi, -li, -bi from the first line to the fourth). 
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(1) In Chinese-Manchu translations, usually, Ma. fujurun = Ch. fu 賦 "rhymeprose", Ma. irgebun = Ch. shi 詩 or yong 詠 (咏) "poem", Ma. ucun = Ch. ge 歌 "song, ode" (sometimes incl. qu 曲 which was otherwise translated as gargangga ucun to distinguish it from ucun), Ma. uculen = Ch. ci 詞 or ci 辭 "lyrics", Ma. leyecun = Ch. yao 謠 or ou 謳 "ballad", Ma. maktacun = Ch. zan 讚 "praise", 5 Ma. wecere bithe = Ch. jiwen 祭文 "text of offering", Ma. mudan = Ch. yin 音 "sound", diao 調 "accent; melody" (Cf. Mongolian ay-a, ayalγu) or yun 韵 "rhyme", Ma. uran = Ch. yun 韵 "rhyme".
(2) Each stanza in no. 18 (an irgebun) is reminiscent of the Chinese quatrains known as qiyan jueju 七言絕句. The poems in which heptasyllabic lines prevail (incl. ucun, maktacun, and unspecified ones) show the influence of the Chinese qiyan gushi 七言古詩. 6 The longer poems with differing numbers of syllables should be compared particularly to the sanqu 散曲 of the northern tradition (beiqu 北曲). Notwithstanding this, Jakdan's poetical pieces should not be seen as servile, meaningless imitations of Chinese poetry. Nor do such Manchu terms as fujurun, irgebun, ucun, uculen, etc. in any substantial way define the verse form in accord with their names in Chinese. The Manchu counterparts for Chinese shi, ge, ci, fu, etc. were established for the convenience of translation, not of transvaluation of standards or criteria for their forms. It would be futile to attempt to have, for instance, Manchu fujurun and Chinese fu made uniform. Moreover, if there was ever a standard form for fujurun, I suspect that it was Jakdan's intention to re-form it in his writings. 7 The situation is quite different from that found in the "exquisitely intermixed" ( yangsanggai acamjaha; jijin 集錦) poems from the Staatsbibliothek Berlin (Stary 1985a While studying the sarkiyan, copied with airily flowing calligraphy, one cannot but notice that in the first two poems there are relatively large interstices between words in certain lines, while in others two or more words are squeezed together so that it was possible to terminate almost every line on the page (there is a maximum of ten lines per page) with a punctuation mark to avoid having to fujun "gracious, refined", fujura-"to be gracious, honourable", fujurakû "disgraceful, vulgar". It seems to me that fujuru is the contracted form of fuju + suffix -buru and means "fuju-like". Cf. fulgiyan "red", fulaburu "blue with a reddish tinge" (Cf. Mo. ulaγan "red", ulaγabur, ulabur, ulabir "reddish"). Compare also the Manchu clan name Niohuru being the contraction of niohe "wolf" (originally "dog" in the Qïtan language) + suffix -buru "dog-like, canine". Now, from fujuru are derived fujurun "fu, a flamboyant type of Chinese rhymeprose" and fujurungga "fine, elegant, urbane, noble beauty" (also a common Manchu personal name). Fujuri "hereditary [honours, dignitaries]" ( fujuri boo "noble family") probably belongs to the same group. Cf. fulahûn "reddish", fulahûri "fire red"; seshûn "disgusting", sesheri "vulgar", both derived from seshe-"to be disgusted with" (the imperative seshe "loathe!" as a personal name is found in a bilingual decree of Emperor Yongzheng: geren jusei dorgi akina, seshe, yûn ti banitai jalingga miosihon 諸子中有阿其那、塞思黑、允禵者，奸邪成 性 "Among the sons [of Emperor Kangxi], Akina, Seshe, and Yûn Ti are by nature crafty and wicked", see First Historical Archive of China (ed.), Yongzhengchao Hanwen yuzhi huibian 雍正朝漢文諭旨彙編, Guilin: Guangxi Shifan Daxue Chubanshe, 1999, 386a). On the other hand, the Manchu verb fujurula-"to inquire, investigate" has nothing to do with fujuru but, rather, it is related to Mo. γuyu-"to ask, request, beg" (compare the relation between Ma. hojo "beautiful" and Mo. γoyo "beautiful"), which is attested in Middle Mongolian in the form γuyulduba ‫ﻏ‬ ‫ﻴ‬ ‫ﻮ‬ ‫ﻠ‬ ‫ﺪ‬ ‫ﻮ‬ ‫ﺒ‬ ‫ﻪ‬ , see Poppe's 1938 edition of the Muqaddimatul-Adab, p. 180. 8 See, e.g., these lines from the "滿漢 yangsanggai acamjaha 歌" being no. 17 in Stary (1985a, 146) : "那是 bayan? 蜉蝣夢裡 hūdukan; 甚 hihan? ne je 清閒, taka 小神仙!" In the manuscript there is a Chinese note to hūdukan which reads xie kan 叶看 ("rhyming with kan"). The rhymester had apparently in mind a rhyme supplied by a Chinese word first; he wanted a rhyme to Ch. kan and he came up with Ma. hūdukan. 9 See inter alia Franke (1976) and Vovin (2003) . Vovin's reconstruction of the Qïtan official title 移离畢 is *elbiR (p. 242), which ignores the fact that it has to be a threesyllabled word as required by the prosody of the pentasyllabic verse.
take up the immediate space of the next line. There seems to have been a greater degree of importance allotted to these two poems, even though such a deliberate control of copying was given up for the subsequent 21 poems probably because it was considered to be paper-or, rather, time-consuming. It is uncertain whether this reorder introduced in the transcription process was intended to represent the poetic line division. The line count is indicated by consecutive Arabic numerals in my romanized presentation below; "1.1" for "first page, first line", "1.2" for "first page, second line", "2.1" for "second page, first line", and so on. Excluding the title, the length of the two poems would thus be respectively 96 and 99 lines, both coinciding with what Edgar Allan Poe (1809-49) proposed as the proper length of "a poem that should suit at once the popular and critical taste . . . a length of about one hundred lines!" 10 However, through auditory perception, they may be further segmented under the following arrangement while the reader still detects the original "line-breaks" in the manuscript text. After each poem, a plain translation is in order. To create a metrical structure that conveys optimally all semantic and musico-poetic messages of the original text requires the genius of a poet. The annotated translation offered below is but a philological tool for the reading of Jakdan's Manchu. I sincerely hope that the library holding the manuscript will, in the near future, include Jakdan's collection of Manchu délices in its reproduction series, thus making it available to Manchurists and sinologists worldwide.
The first poem
Although it is indicated immediately after the poem's title as if this is close to a Chinese shi (i.e. the lengthy gexing 歌行) with an an-rhyme throughout, this is undoubtedly closest to the northern qu that uses a number of chenzi 襯字 ("auxiliary characters"), which are words inserted, outside a certain melodic pattern, in initial and middle positions of a line consisting of zhengzi 正字 ("main characters"). In a qu accompanied by stringed instrument(s), chenzi could usually be inserted with a greater freedom in terms of number. This song was probably intended to be accompanied by the "three-stringed instrument" (sanxian 三弦), with or without the participation of a performer of the "octagonal drum" (bajiaogu 八角鼓). It is noteworthy that chenzi is already found in the early qu translations from Jurchen and other languages, such as the Fengliu ti 風流體 (a Jurchen love song sung by a pleasure-seeker to a courtesan), Gudubai 古 (var.: Hu 忽) 都白 (Arabo-Persian khuṫ ba "sermon" or, rather, the Khutubai river or town to the north-west of Urumči, for which see The italicized words in the text below are the chenzi, all of which are dealt with in English translation. When reciting the text, however, we may simply skip the chenzi. For example, 1.2 and 1.3 are symmetrical: "(1.2) ai hihan / ben bengsen, bai baran / (1.3) šuwe ongton / fiyen miyamin, moo šolon". The an-and on-rhymes are certainly obvious. Less obvious is that bai echoes ai, moo echoes šuwe, fiyen echoes ben, miyamin echoes bengsen, whereas bi seci and ya sure (which we have skipped) are unrhymed chenzi. Šuwe is to be read ∫ w o and moo as m w o (Cf. boo and juwe (ǰ w o) in 6.10, 7.1). Also, "tuwa tuwa tuwa / ya ya ya / na i juwe, šun i da / mooi tucin, mukei bata" (Bosson and Toh 2006, 15) , wherein mooi is probably read mo wi (not mowoi as the vowel was not bilabialized in the middle position, cf. Shirokogoroff 1934, 128-30) . Without recognizing the chenzi, one might analyse the aforementioned lines visually into four couplets (bi seci + ai hihan, ben bengsen + bai baran, ya sure + šuwe ongton, fiyen miyamin + moo šolon). 12 The result is a dull rhythm for the first lines, giving the false impression that the song starts with a very slow tempo to be gradually increased. Likewise, having recognized tese gemu and ese yooni in (2.6) and (2.7) as chenzi, it becomes obvious that "hoošan fi behe yuwan" and "miyoocan poo tungken can", together with "šu šungkei manju nikan" and "ben bonggoi gabtan niyamniyan", form two harmonious pairs. Otherwise, one might take "tese gemu hoošan fi behe yuwan šu šungkei manju nikan" and "ese yooni miyoocan poo tungken can ben bonggoi gabtan niyamniyan" as a ten-word or seventeen-syllabled couplet. It should also be noted that the on-rhyme is uran whereas the an-rhyme is the very mudan highlighted in harmony with the musical tunes (kumun i mudan). It follows that the yongkiyan mudan may be better appreciated if studied together with the practical art of music.
(1.1) Soktorolame gingsiha ucun, an sere yongkiyan mudan, (1.2) bi seci, ai hihan, ben bengsen, bai baran, (1.3) ya sure, šuwe ongton, fiyen miyamin, moo šolon, (1.4) ubaliyamburei gebu, oyomburakû ulan, boo geli yadahûn, se inu fulukan, (1.5) gancuha beye, untuhun nujan, ya sijigiyan, hûsibure hûhûba (1.6) ya encehen, yamulaci yafagan, fanihiyan oci, šašun geli fan, (1.7) obokû oci, yonggan abai giowan, 13 ku akû funtuhun jun, tuwa aibi šahûrun suwan, (1.8) selara fon emu juwe, joboro ba uyun juwan, onggolo bai kete kata tetele ai funcen daban, (1.9) ai oyonggo hergen, ton arara alban, koro baliya waliya, ainu buran taran, (1.10) šarapi salu, horoki šufan, šeyen noho soncoho, sukû canggi alajan, (2.1) boigon hican, kingken lakiyan, menggun jiha atanggi tui tui, (2.2) jeku bele kemuni son son, damtun damtulaci yaka dangpuli, (2.3) bekdun edeleci aide madagan, usaka joo, museke hon, (2.4) teisulen uttungge, hesebun toktohon, gasacibe fangga ai, kirikini teisu giyan, (2.5) tentekengge ohode, banjinjiha bayakan, tuttu bahafi tere gese, ambakan hafan, (2.6) iletu tušan, aliha toose, dalaha doron, tese gemu hoošan fi, (2.7) behe yuwan šu šungkei manju nikan, ese yooni miyoocan poo tungken can (2.8) ben bonggoi gabtan niyamniyan, bithei baksi coohai kiyangkiyan, (2.9) ede teni katak sere sejen kiyoo, kunggur sere jugûn on, (2.10) wei leolen arbušaci fiyangga fiyan, ai giyangnan gisureci giyangga giyan, (3.1) buju baja boigon hethe, kuri kari juse sargan, (3.2) kutule ildamu, guweleku hocikon, miyamirengge yebcungge, eturengge gincihiyan, (3.3) tecerengge karan taktu, yaburengge deyen hargašan, (3.4) wenjebuci wenjengge giyalan, serguwešeci serguwen sihiyan, (3.5) fangšarangge sur sere wangga, jeterengge kek sere amtan, (3.6) ler sere gûnin mujin, kob sehe ulin nadan, (3.7) yaka eden, yooni imiyan, duibuleci, 14 tongkiki seci beleni bon, (3.8) tafaki seci banjitai wan, ere inu icišara erin fon, (3.9) acabuha forgon ton, suhe dacun i[,] ildun sacihai, (3.10) uthai arbun šehun šahûn, dursun ayan suwayan, (4.1) ne je niongnio deji geigen amban, damu bi ai haran, (4.2) sui tuwahai ya mohon, dolori merkihei, ilgabun tomorhon, (4.3) cohotoi muten moco banin ganggan, kesi juken, hûsun yadan, (4.4) inu damu somitahai, manggai uttu gocimeliyan, yala ni mufuyen, waka kai oilohon, (4.5) buyeme tuwarangge, tala bigan, cihanggai terengge, tokso gašan, (4.6) muke juce, alin bujan, šeri wehe, suman jaksan, (4.7) turgun ai alin oci huwejehe huwejen, bira oci oboro oton, (4.8) weren oci niohokon i durdun, hada oci yacikan i šošon, (4.9) cusilei muru gilta gilta boljon, inggahai boco niowari nioweri niolmon, (4.10) ele mila nimahai arbun, jingjing jangjang cecikei jilgan, (5.1) hacinggai ilha alha bulha, haihûnggai fodoho sersen sarsan, (5.2) feniyen feniyelere hibsu ejen, juru jurulere gefehe dondon, (5.3) guwecihe <kuwecihe> cibin urhu haihû, kilahûn niyehe elhe nuhan, (5.4) saikan canggi, hojo anan, irgebun i tuwabun, nirugan i baran, (5.5) absi tuwaci absi yangsangga, ele šaci ele amuran, (5.6) fuhali peng lai alin, ineku lang yuwan yafan, (5.7) ere ci tulgiyen, geli ai yargiyan, eici hûturi jobolon, eici jirgacun gosihon, (5.8) biretei honggonoho holo tališara tašan, julgeci tetele, tolgirei bajikan, (5.9) abka na i dolo, emu dedun tatan, jalan jalan, siran siran, (5.10) teisu teisu, isan isan, imata wali efin jucun karan, (6.1) dulekengge wajima, jiderengge tuktan, daruhai urkuji, atanggi lakcan, (6.2) hafume tuwahade, naranggi ai amtan, unenggingge damu abkai hergin niyalmai ciktan, (6.3) tondo hiyoošun, doro jurgan, beyei ubu, hanja jalan, (6.4) hing sere gûnin, teng sere tuwakiyan, gei sere notho, hûwai sere funiyagan, (6.5) ya giyalabun, ai fasilan, yaya hahasi, musei ahûn deo, (6.6) eiten hehesi, beyei eyun non, haji halhûn, aikan faikan, (6.7) ya geli aldangga, ya geli hancikan, ya geli icangga, ya geli fudaran, (6.8) yaka kenggehun fundehun, abai šosiki šofoyon, damu fakjin, dembei oyonggon, (6.9) nenden ilhai cikten, cuse mooi darhûwan, 15 nantuhûrame muterakû gu, nijarabuci ojorakû g'an, (6.10) eitereme gai sui, dubentele fe an, uttu ohode fu kûwaran, boo falan, (7.1) ninggun acan juwe giyalan, mini etuku tugi jaksan, (7.2) mini hašagan suman talman, mini umiyesun sunggari nioron, (7.3) mini sar[b]acan (?) usiha oron, šun fiyakiyaci mini hija, (7.4) biya fosoci mini dengjan, 15 Note that darhûwan (pronounced darhûn, darhon) rhymes with oyonggon. ebsihei elehun, sulfanggai sulakan, (7.5) erihe hen, dabure hiyan, bithe juru deretu, ilha emu monggocun, (7.6) muwa caida udu moro, an arki ilan coman, (7.7) sogi nasan, booha janggûwan, 16 wa gûwancihiyan, do bolokon, (7.8) edun ilha nimanggi biyai huwekiyen jing tumin, gungge gebu bayan wesihun i seolen hon nitan, (7.9) hoošan kerkeri, behe doholon, fi mohori, yuwan nuhaliyan, (7.10) ereni irgebuci enteke yendenggei yenden, ereni soktohode antaka amtanggai amtan, (8.1) irgebun i jilgan giyalang, acinggiyaha alin colhon, bithe i elden darang, gabtabuha demtu niohan, (8.2) joocina, mujin dzung kiyo, oihori, hican ioi cuwan, (8.3) hoo hio sere yabun, teng teng (teng tang?) sere gaman, suihuhe kuwang ke, gingsire lang siyan, (8.4) aimaka lo tiyan, fuhali too kiyan, murhu farhûn lio ling, tekte takta ji diyan, (8.5) na i sishe, abka i jampan, anan šukin okini, ine mene sulfakan, (8.6) sahangge hesebun, joocina foyodon, enduri wei guwanta, fucihi bai dobon, (8.7) daruhai urgun sebjen, atanggi bekten baktan, agusa takambio, šoro fiyoose i (8.8) yan dz yuwan, bi ai gelhun akû, ne bai arbun baran, asuru encu akû, (8.9) majige adaliliyan, 16 Note that janggûwan (pronounced janggûn, janggon) rhymes with bolokon. te i fun, julgei fon, ere erin i (8.10) balama žuwan ji, te i forgon i kokima fan dan, hafan i doloi baisin, (9.1) yamun i doloi hûwašan, tušan bisire gi šu ye, hafan ojoro (9.2) liyang be luwan, aiseme g'an mu duwan, tebuhei gan ing piyan, (9. 3) banjibure šu wang jung siowan bime su loo ciowan, (9.4) amgara ton hiyoo siyan biyan bime si i tuwan, (9.5) cingkai encu giyang guwan, emu songko lio kuwan, (9.6) daburakûngge wang hûwan, kundulerengge kioi yuwan, (9.7) encungge ts'oo ts'an, gesengge hoo žan, ere colo weci, kulkun alin haihan. 20 Jakdan came from a poor (Ma. yadahûn > Pekingese xiadahun 瞎打混 "slouch about"; Mo. yadaγu "pauper") family and was compelled, at a mature age, to sit the translation examination to secure a post in the government. Cf. Toh (2008). 21 Jakdan had dedicated a poem to his beard, see Toh (2008) . 22 The poet is here quoting the Chinese idiom that likens an empty house to a suspended chime stone (xuanqing 懸磬). 23 Since the 1820s there had been a constant outflow of silver from China to Britain as a result of the opium trade. Jakdan was among the victims who felt the pressure of the disastrous outcome of the silver drain. Due to the state's financial crisis, Jakdan also suffered a salary cut. We read his complaint in the macaronic Chinese-Manchu 33 but performances of conjuring tricks and theatrical plays on the stage. 6.1 Let bygones be bygones. What is yet to come is at the beginning: all the time continuous, never is it interrupted. 6.2 Once you have seen through it, what is the pleasure after all? 34 What are real but [the Confucian teachings of] heavenly justice, human ethics, 6.3 loyalty, filial piety, the Tao, righteousness, moral obligations (beyei ubu < Ch. benfen), incorruptness (hanja), integrity ( jalan), 6.4 sincerity, moral firmness, moral conscience, 35 33 Ma. imata "all, solely" < Mo. imaγta "always". 34 When you have penetrated the illusive phenomena, they become insipid to you. 35 The text reads gei sere notho ("very thin-skinned") which refers to the quality of being conscientious and not shameless. 36 "Revolting" in the sense of "repellent, distasteful". 37 Cf. Ch. rugu 如故 "such as used", yiran guwo 依然故我 "stick to one's self or course". 38 This is translated from Ch. liuhe 六合 (all spatial dimensions) which can be found in the Manchu translation of Lü Kun's 呂坤 (1536-1618) Shenyin yu zhai 呻吟語摘 (Excerpts of the Groaning Words), the anonymous Mujime nidume araha gisuren ci sonjome tucibuhe bithe. For example, we read in the chapter doro be leolerengge (談道): "jijungge nomun i doro, beyei gubci gemu inu, yasai jalu gemu inu, ninggun acan fihekengge gemu inu" (易道，渾身都是，滿眼都是，盈六合都是); "tunggen i jalu šar seme gosire mujilen inu, ninggun acan i jalu šar seme gosire mujilen be forgošoro ba inu" (滿腔子是惻隱之心，滿六合是運惻隱之心處); "ninggun acan de ainame banjime, tanggû aniya otolo hûlhidame bisirengge" (悠悠六合，貿貿百年); in the chapter beyebe tuwancihiyarangge (修身): "ninggun acan be, beyei ninggun acan inu seci, ya be weri sembi beye be ninggun acan i beye inu seci, ya be beye sembi". (六合是 我底六合，那箇是人。我是六合底我，那箇是我); and in the chapter jalan i forgon (世運): "ninggun acan oci, emu buyeningga jalan fon inu, tumen jaka buyenin ci banjifi, buyenin de bucembi" (六合是箇情世界，萬物生於情、死於情). 39 Translated from Ch. liangjian 兩間, referring to this world which is sandwiched between Heaven and Earth. 40 Ma. sarbacan (Mo. sarabči[n]), the reading being uncertain. Cf. Jakdan's Šu ilha be irgebuhe ucun (Ode to the Lotus): niohokon i saracan, aldaha i muheliyen "virescent shade, foliage roundness"). 41 Ch. sao ta 掃榻, a signal of welcoming visitors. 42 For Ma. caida "tea-chief", i.e. strong tea, cf. Persian chāy-ye amīrī ‫ﭽ‬ ‫ﺎ‬ ‫ﻯ‬ ‫ﺍ‬ ‫ﻤ‬ ‫ﻴ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﻯ‬ (lit., "teachief") "strong tea", see Beijing Daxue Dongfang Yuyan Wenxuexi Bosiyu Jiaoyanshi ed. (revised by Dr Moḣammad Javād Sharī'at and Dr Gholām Rezā Sotūdeh), Bosiyu-Hanyu cidian (Farhang-e fārsī be-chīnī), Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1997, p. 166: nongcha 濃茶. For Ma. coman, cf. Mo. čomo "goblet". In lines 4.3-8.1, Jakdan explains why he gave up pursuing position and turned to a leisurely life. He laments life as a dream-like illusion and eulogizes his having befriended nature, tea, wine and poetry. Cf. his translation/adaptation of Tan shi ci 嘆世詞 (Jalan be nasara uculen) which is here published for the first time: "嘆士農工商 (ai, bithei urse, usin i haha, weilere faksi, hûdai niyalma)，終日奔忙 (inenggidari kata fata)，人生碌 碌， 競短爭長 (niyalma banjifi untuhusaka, erebe gaju terebe gama)。卻不道榮枯有 分，得失難量 (hendure balama wesihun fusihûn teisu bi, jabšara ufararangge bodoro mangga)。嘆秋風金谷，夜月吳江 (ai gin gu yafan bolori edun, u giyang ula dobori biya)，阿房宮冷，銅雀臺荒 (o fang gurung fulahûn, tung ciyo karan aba)，都作了 邯鄲夢一場 (dule emgeri han dan i gese tolgišaha)。真也淒涼 (yargiyan i nasacuka)，真也徬徨 (yargiyan i usacuka)。總不如樂天知命，守分安常 (damu abka de sebjeleme hesebun be sacina, teisu be dahame an be tuwakiya)。休說前王與 後王，莫論興邦與喪邦 (nenehe han amaha han sere ai tusa, yendehe gurun gukuhe gurun sere ai ganaha)。大數到，難消禳 (bucere hamici ukcara de mangga)，自古英 雄輪流喪 (julgeci ebsi baturu kiyangkiyan sa siran siran i ufaraha)。分明榮華花上 露，富貴草頭霜 (yala derengge saikan ilhai dele silenggi, bayan wesihun orhoi dubei gecen secina)。看破世事皆如此，興衰何必掛心腸 (jalan i baita be tuwaci gemu uttu be dahame, yendere gukure be aiseme mujilen de dara)。說什麼龍樓鳳閣，講 什麼利鎖名韁 (muduringga taktu garudai asari sere be jocina, aisi i jugûn gebu i tangkan sere be naka)。閒時靜處，詩酒猖狂 (jabduha ucuri ekisaka tefi, irgebun nure i emgi sebjeleme bicina)。歌一曲，歸來未晚，唱一調，幻海茫茫 (emgeri gingsici, bedererengge ai tookan, emgeri uculeci, mederi muke buru bara)。吟風弄月，拾翠尋 芳 (edun biya be irgebume, buyecuke sur sere be baihana)。百花堆錦繡，萬鳥弄笙 簧 (hacingga ilha ilaci alha bulha, geren gasha guwendeci jiji jaja)。或山傍，或水傍 (alin i dalba, muke i dalba)，野外圍場 (bigan dala aba saha)。當此際，好風光 (ere nergin absi saišacuka)。且盡樽中酒一觴 (taka emu coman nure be wacihiya)，轉眼 不覺兩鬢霜 (yasa habtašara sidende juwe ergi šulu hercun akû šaraka)。 " (Jakdan, Jabduha ucuri amtanggai baita, vol. 1.) Jakdan elaborates on all "leisurely pleasures" (jabduha ucuri amtanggai baita), including that of drinking tea to dispel flatulence and drinking wine to get drunk, in another masterly translation, the Ciwang qu 辭王 曲 (Han i baci nakaha ucun): "紫綬金章，懶作辭王 (šušu suihe aisin doron sehe seme, bai tame eimefi han i baci nakaha)。跳紅塵，出世外，閒居曠野隱仙莊 (sesheri geren ci colgorofi, jalan i tulergide tucinefi, bigan i bade baisin i banjime, yen siyan sere toksoi somihangga)。最喜那槐陰裡、小溪傍 (tenteke hohonggo mooi sebderi noho, isheliyen birgan i cikin i ba)，黃岡竹樓去納晚涼 (hûwang g'ang jidun i cuse mooi taktu de yamji serguwešeme geneci mujakû amtangga)。閒來時，身披鶴氅 (jabduha ucuri beye nererengge bulehengge girdangga)，巾帯華陽 (šufatu oci hûwa yang sere mahala)，足登著步蒼苔、尋幽徑、踏遍山河的履一雙 (bethe de oci, niolmon niyamala deri oksome, šumin yen deri baihaname, alin birai anan i fehunere juru sabu be etucina)，手拄著號青蔾、輝星斗、葫蘆攜挎方竹杖 (gala de oci cing lii sere colo, usiha demtu de eldepi, hoto haihashûn i lakiyara durbejengge cuse mooi taifun be sujacina)。一步步，或山傍，或水傍 (okson okson oksome, eici alin i dalba, eici bira i dalba)，飄然瀟灑多疏曠 (ler seme ele mila babade elehun sulfa)。一任他傀儡 場中，炎涼世態，真真假假，粧模與作樣 (ceni urgetu maksire gesei falan i, haji duyen i jalan i muru, yargiyangga yargiyalame holongge holtome, arbun miyamišara durun sindarangge geli wei guwanta)，怎如我清平世界，樂天知命，將將就就，懷 中抱攬乾坤與萬象 (musei gesei taifin necin jalan i dorgi, abka de sebjeleme hesebun be same, icišame nikedeme gûnin i dolo kulun dahasun jai eiten hacin be kûwarame baktambure ci antaka)。收收收，放放放 (bargiyataci bargiyata, sidarabuci sidarambucina)，收起那利鎖名韁一點心，放開那海闊天空真肚量 (bargiyatame gaihangge, terei aisi i yarun gebu i gaisilan i emu julehen i mujilen, sidarambume neiburengge, terei mujakû leli mujakû kumdu i unenggi baktambun funiyagangga)。清晨起把竹樓 上 (umesi erde ilifi cuse mooi taktu de tafara)，推窗斜倚曲欄傍 (fa sujafi mudangga jerguwen de ešemeliyan i nikeme tuwa)，翩翻隻影霞中流，萬頃煙波只一望 (sersen sarsan i emteli helmen dulimbai eyen de bini, tumen delhe burgašara weren be emgeri karaci wajiha)。茶已罷，消肚脹 (cai omime wajifi, hefeli i kušun aba)。海邊紅日 三千丈 (mederi deri gehun šun i den ilan minggan juda)。路遇桃瓣飯胡麻，充腸醉 飽何須讓 (jugûn de tunggiyere toro ilhai fiyentehe i hû ma buda be boohalame, dolo cingkatala soktotolo ebitele okini we geli anahûnjara)。午飯畢，手執杖 (inenggishûn i buda jeme wajifi, gala taifun be gana)，獨步前村把良友訪 (emhun julergi gašan de genefi sain gucu be baihanacina)。一步步花柳陰中，輕絲蕩漾 (okson okson i ba i ilha fodoho i sebderi noho, pio sere talmahan dele wala)。小橋獨木，落紅滿徑。蜻 蜓戲水，魚吹浪 (ajige tuhan i šurdeme, sihaha fiyentehe na i gubci, ulme hûlhatu mukei talgari eficeme, nimaha boljon ci gûbadara)。霎時來至隱仙庄 (baji ome yen siyan tokso de isinjiha)，敘禮重登待客堂 (dasame antahai tanggin de tafafi dorolome wajitala)。撫琴飲酒，一曲樂夕陽 (kituhan fithendume nure omicame, emgeri uculeme yamjishûn i sebjen baicina)。只喫得醉醺醺，笑哈哈，樂滔滔，帶醉歸來把 明月賞 (omicahai fuhali buli butu i soktome kiki kaka i injeme, cingkai cihai i sebjeleme, suihumeliyan i marime tuwaci absi gehun biya)。果然是蟒袍玉帶皆虛謊 (gecuheri sijigiyan gui umiyesun holo imata sehengge mujangga)。似這等快樂逍遙，強如將 相 (enteke urgun sebjen elhe alha ningge, jiyanggiyûn dzaisiyang ci fulu ya)，隱居勝 似登金榜，敢比那棄職歸山張子房 (somiha saisa bonggo sonjosi ci sain be tuwahade, gelhun akû tere tušan ci nakafi alin de sominaha jang dz fang ni hoki ocina)。 " (Jakdan, vol. 1.) Note that the Chinese text rhymes on -aŋ while the Manchu on -a. 43 As a result of poverty, he could only eat salted vegetables and had almost cleansed his body (internally) of meat. 44 This can be best understood in Chinese as 風花雪月興正濃, 功名富貴慮甚澹. 45 Ma. soktoho, cf. Mo. soγtaγu, soγtoγu "intoxicated". On the other hand, Si I (Xiyi) 希夷 and Tuwan (Tuan 摶) are appositional and refer to the Taoist mystic Chen Tuan 陳摶 (Xiyi was Chen Tuan's style) who was reported to have slumbered uninterruptedly for months and years, reminiscent of the "sleeping" (Tib. gnyid log pa) yogi Kambalapāda (Tib. La ba pa) of the Indo-Tibetan Buddhist tradition. There is a fine piece of qu, Chen Tuan gaowo 陳摶高臥, composed by none other than the famous Yuan-dynasty lyricist Ma Zhiyuan 馬致遠. 56 Giyang = Jiang Hou 絳侯 (i.e. Zhou Bo 周勃, second-century BC, famous general), Guwan = Guan Ying 灌嬰 (second-century BC, a merchant turned politician), Lio Kuwan = Liu Kuan 劉寬 (second-century scholar-official famous for his great mercy and tolerance). 57 Wang Hûwan = Wang Huan 王渙 (poet), Kioi Yuwan = Qu Yuan 屈原 (fourth-third century BC, patriotic poet).
9.7 From whom I differ is Ts'oo Ts'an. Who I am like is Hoo Žan. 58 What cognomen is this? The Kunlun mountain peak! 59
The second poem
This poem rhymes on -on (-ûn, -un) in addition to -in (-yen, -en), the latter being musically the yongkiyan mudan. Again it is important to recognize the significant role of the chenzi. For example, (1.2) and (1.3) are symmetrical: "(1.2) ai sain / banjitai mentuhun / (1.3) bai algin / hasutai mufuyen/". By skipping the chenzi (i.e. bi seci, ya yargiyan, gebu, banin), it becomes obvious that ai matches bai, banjitai matches hasutai, and mentuhun matches mufuyen in a symmetrical structure. Otherwise, one might falsely analyse them into four "couplets" (bi seci + ai sain, banjitai + mentuhun, ya yargiyan + ai algin, gebu hasutai + banin mufuyen), with a dissonant line in the second "couplet". Likewise, we should recite "(2.9) derengge wenjehun, morin tarhûn / furdehe weihuken, (2.10) ici ildun/ [. . .]" rather than breaking them into three "couplets" (baba de derengge + yaya ci wenjehun, morin tarhûn + furdehe weihuken, icinggai ici + ildunggai ildun), the second of which being, discordantly, non-equisyllabic. 60 (1.1) Tolgirelame orire uculen, in sere yongkiyan mudan, (Tang poet) . 59 Ma. alin haihan is probably to be understood in the sense of Ch. shandian 山巔 "mountain peak" (Ch. dian 顛 "slanting"; Ma. haiha-"to tumble", haihara-"to slant to one side", hailashûn "steep", haiha "mountain slope"; Mo. keyede-"to slant to one side", keyisüm-e "steep slope") and Mo. čoγčaγur "steep, peak", being different from antu "southern mountain slope" and boso "northern mountain slope" which connote the orientation of mountain sides, cf. S. M. Shirokogoroff (1926: 169-70, 174 
2) agusa tuwaci, tanggû sei siden, hirhai fithen, talkiyan elden, (6.3) fiyakiyan silmen, sangga melken, honggo dartai, tolgin nergin, (6.4) erde sence, yamji mooyen, yala hahi, dembei hûdun, (6.5) ede geli ebdererengge oori simen, kokirarangge senggi sukdun, (6.6) beye kimulerengge beyei jalafun ergen, urui adali, mukei duibulen, (6.7) eyeci uthai bira, isaci uthai tenggin, bireci uthai ganggan, (6.8) faidaci uthai genggen, wesineci uthai tugi suman, wasinjici uthai aga simen, (6.9) wenjebuci uthai halukan, mukiyebuci uthai šahûrun, (6.10) omo de bici uthai hošonggo, hûcin de bici uthai muheliyen, (7.1) mederi de bici uthai deserepi, yohoron de bici uthai hafirahûn, (7.2) nuhaliyan i ici ohongge, uthai gocishûn i muru, (7.3) dergi baru ohongge, uthai gurirakû i mujin, (7.4) nantuhûn i nantuhûraci ineku bolokon, bolgo i bolgobucibe aiseme nantuhûn, (7.5) ya geli golo, ya geli gemun, ya geli bigan, ya geli hecen, (7.6) ya geli gukdu gakda, ya geli šehun necin, ya geli niyo, ya geli den, (7.7) ya geli beikuwen, ya geli halhûn, ya geli daniyan, ya geli giyalun, (7.8) ya geli juwari silenggi aga, ya geli tuweri nimanggi gecen, (7.9) ya geli jafaha juhe, ya geli wenehe eyen, (7.10) abkai emu fukjin da, minggan halan tumen wen, (8.1) absi ocibe elehun ojorakûngge akû, ambasa saisa uthai ere durun, na uthai sishe, geli ai sektefun, (9.2) abka uthai jampan, geli ai lempen, dorolon bargiyatara giogiyen, (9.3) geli ai baksan fulmiyen, funiyagan baktambuha lergiyen, (9.4) geli ai jecen hešen, tondo akdun i akdacun, (9.5) geli ai agûra hajun, wecen jukten i elgiyen, (9.6) geli ai buda efen, doro tuwancihiyaci, geli ai kulkun, (9.7) jalgan dubembuci geli ai kurdun, arbun sukdun i cisu nitan, (9.8) banin doro i amtan tumin, ainahai tojin daipun, iletu garudai gerudei, (9.9) ainahai kuluna giluk, iletu sabintu sabitun, ainahai šungkeri fungkeri, (9.10) fuhali nenden ilhai gubsu, ainahai 81 This is an untranslatable word that starts a Manchu song and dance. 82 Having complained about his unsuccessful career and the trammels of life, Jakdan praises life as a recluse (lines 3.8-4.9, 5.10-10.3). This is also the theme of his translation of Guiyin qu 歸隱曲 (Bederefi somiha ucun) which is here published for the first time: "風弄芭蕉舞 (edun i lasihibuha abdangga orho urhu haihû)，夜深 也，獨臥空亭 (dobori šumin erinde, kenggehun orho <ordo> de emhun dedume donjici)，一聲聲梧桐夜雨，勾惹起我這慷慨悲懷，好教我難解難除 (urangga moo de dobori aga tati tati serede, mini ere nasara usara akacun gûnicun be yarkiyame acinggiyabume jaka, bi absi suci ojorakû mayambuci ojorakû)。嘆人生在世，少年讀書 (ai niyalma seme jalan de banjifi, bithe hûlara juse dasu)，受盡了十載寒窗苦 (dosotolo dulembuhe juwan aniyai simacukai tacikûi suisiru)，誰不愿金榜題名把瓊林赴 (aisin tuwabungga de gebu gaifi kiong lin sarin sarilara ubu)，紫殿朝王，封官贈職，簪 纓畫戟排門戶 (deyen de beyebe tuwabufi, hafan sindafi hergen bahabufi, sifikû sunggelsun boconggoi gijun dukai juwe ilhû)，報皇恩，致君澤民，為國經邦，耿耿的 丹心，又把社稷扶 (han i kesi de karulara jalin, ejen be uileme irgen be gosime, gurun golo be dasame icihiyame, hing hing sere unenggi gûnin i boihoju jekuju be wehiyere aisilakû)，留芳青史傳千古 (suduri de gebu tutabuhai, minggan jalan de ulabure de yaka cihakû)，必須天產良臣，文學成，詩書易禮春秋熟 (urunakû abkai banjibuha sain amban, bithei tacin šanggahangge, irgebun dasan jijungge dorolon šajingga jergi nomun de hafu)，背讀五樓書 (šejileme mutehe bithe sunja taktu)，孔孟的經綸須徹悟 (kungdz mengdz i ijin wekjin de anan i ulhisu)。武 學就，鬥隱埋伏，運籌帷幄 (coohai tacin mutebuhengge, iletui yarkiyara butui buksire, maikan tatan de bodorongge fulu)，龍韜虎略，斬將奪旂，也無懼處 ( ferguwecukei bodon horonggo arga, kurku wakini turun durikini, šuwe gengguwecun akûngge teni uttu)。這才稱得起股肱良臣將相之才，也是那臣子的英名合帝王的福 (entekengge teni gala bethei gese sain amban, jiyanggiyûn aisilabukû ojoro erdemungge seci ocibe, ineku tenteke amban i yebkengge gebu, jai ejen han i hûturi inu)。誰似我 這陋巷寒居，一介庸夫 ( yaka mini gesei hoilashûn ûlen yadahûn banjin i, buyakan i emu haha baitakû)，文不能燮理陰陽，把君王輔 (bithe oci a e be hûwaliyambume acabume, ejen han de aisilame muterakû)，武不能鎮靜邊疆，把盜寇除 (cooha oci jase jecen be tohorombume toktobume, hûlha holo be geterembume muterakû)。才無 有子建成章方七步，李白斗酒詩千賦 (muten seci ts'oo dz giyan i gesei fiyelen banjinarangge nadan okson oksonakû, lii be i gesei emu coman omire siden minggan meyen i irgebun irgebuhe ba akû)，智無有漢室的謀臣良與平，孔明百計扶先主 (mergen seci han gurun i bodonggo amban jang liyang jai cen ping, kung ming tanggû argai siyan jû de aisilara adalingge akû)，自知不是一個棟樑才，何必忙忙與碌碌 (beye tura taibu i gesei erdemungge waka be saci tetendere, aiseme ekšeme saksime ebuhu sabuhû)。所以不貪那腰金衣紫去封侯，平生最憚功名路 (tuttu aisin umiyesun šušu etuku i heo fungnere be doosidarakû ofi, banjire ebsihei gungge gebu i hacin de watai gelesu)。也不圖那長生不老壽遐齡，人生百歲終須故 (inu tenteke enteheme banjin sakda akûi jalgan be sanniyabuki <saniyabuki> serengge, niyalma tanggû se banjitala bucerengge dubentele uttu)。也不穿那巧奪天工錦繡裳，沖寒隨便何妨布 (inu tenteke abkai weilen hon faksi i junggin šeolehe etuku be eturengge waka, šahûrun dalire an i eture boso ningge ai ojorakû)。也不吃那烹龍宰鳳山海珍，黃 齏淡飯堪充腹 (inu tenteke muduri carure garudai colara alin muke i amtanggangge be jeterengge waka, suwayan sogi muwa buda be ebitele jefu)。也不向那楚館秦樓去 買笑歌，自古道紅顏慣把人來誤 (inu tenteke hojo saikan gisei falan de yobo maktara be udarangge waka, julgei hocikon cirangga niyalma be jocibure mangga sehengge, inu)。也不住那畫閣雕樑大廈幮，蓋幾間茅屋矮矮在山深處 (inu niruha asari foloho taibu i ambakan i boode terengge waka, manggai weilehe udu giyalan i fangkala elben i boo, alin i daniyan i teku)。一攢攢得意竹 (cuse moo fuldun aname gûnime kekseburu)，一棵棵得意樹 (bujan moo da tome gûnin kekseburu)，山花朵朵向人開，山 鳥聲聲迎客住 (alin i ilha gubsu gubsu i ilarangge niyalma i ishun, alin i cecike jilgan 10. 4 jilgan i biburengge antaha i baru)。清溪圍繞四週遭，天然另把山居護 (bolgosakai birgan duin derei šurdeme kûwarame hayarangge, banjitai aimaka alin boo i dalikû)。到晚來，柴門不閉關，抽橋斷卻行人路 ( yamjidari hiyadaha duka be yaksifi ainambini, undehen tatahade yabure niyalmai jugûn uthai butu)。山妻稚子話燈 前，不管人間奔忙苦 (moco sargan ajige juse dengjan i juleri gisurenducina, niyalmai jalan i facihiyašame faššara gosihon minde daljakû)。請將此境比塵俗，似這等快樂 逍遙，無拘無束 (bahaci erei teisulen i sesheri geren de duibuleci, ai uttu urgun sebjen ele mila ningge, afatarangge akû fukjišarangge akû)。飯罷出門把山景遊，尋芳踏遍 崎嶇路 (budalame wajifi duka tucifi alin i tuwabun be tuwanarade, ilha baihai anan i yaburengge gukdu gakda i yenju)，倦坐溪邊綠柳陰，聽那漁樵閒話談今古 (šadanakû uthai niowanggiyan fodoho i sebderi bade tekini, donjici te julge leolecere sula urse jing gada gûdu)。閒來時，明窗靜寂無塵土 (šolo tucike erinde iletu fa cib seme buraki toron akû)，澗水烹茶把童子呼 (haha jui ebsi jio holoi muke i cai fuifu)，硯池墨濃生煙霧，閒臨小楷換鵝書 ( ya yare gese yuwan i nuhaliyan i behei su sulfasakai dursukilere ginggulere hergen niongniyaha hûlašara tuwakû)。困來 時，紙張籐床開北戶 (emu šaburara fonde, hoošan i jampin enirhen i besergen amargi fa yaksirakû)，壁間懸掛著臥牛圖 (dedungge ihan i nirugan lakiyara fajiran fu)，片時 蝴蝶莊周夢，一枕黃粱飯已熟 (dartai andande juwang jeo i gese gefehe ome bitubufi, suwayan belei buda urehei banjikan i amu)。醒來時，魚兒煮，酒兒沽 (getefi tuwaci, bujuha nimaha eri, udaha nure uttu)，山歌唱到月兒出 (alin i ucun uculehei tucike biyai muru)。唱的是春來萬卉把光輝吐 (uculehe gisun oci, niyengniyeri erinde hacingga ilha fiyangga fiyan iletu)，百草萌芽綠 (eiten orho fulhureme niyanciha niowarimbu)，牧童遙指杏花村，說是酒家就在花深處 (ihan adulara jui sing hûwa ts'un i baru gorokon i jorime, ilhai luku bade bisirengge uthai nurei puseli inu)。到 夏來，濃陰綠柳無炎暑 ( juwari erinde isinjici, niowanggiyan fodoho sebderi noho fiyakiyame halhûn akû)，採蓮慢把漁舟渡 (šu ilha gurume mandakan i šururengge nimašara weihu)，竿笠青簑一鉤勾 (welmiyeku sekiyeku niohon nemerhen welmiyere dehe emu)，波溪浪穩鴨兒赴 (bigan niyehe dekdere birgan de boljon weren akû)。到秋來，飄玉露 (bolori erinde isinjici, šanyan silenggi busu busu)，東籬黃 綻菊花鋪 (dergi hasahan <hashan> ergide sohohûri ilaka bojiri ilhai gubsu)，引得 白衣送酒來，醉陶然，臥看紅葉山上樹 ( yarkiyame gajiha šanyan etuhengge nure benjiheni, murhu farhûn i soktohoi dedume tuwacina fularaka abdahai moo alin i ninggu)。到冬來，山中雪漫了漁樵路 (tuweri erinde isinjici, alin de nimahašara moo sacire yen nimanggi gemu jalu)，銀粧玉尾的蒼松樹 (menggun i kiyalmaha der sere uncehengge jakdan moo i muru)，老梅臨水放新紅，折幾枝案頭玩賞在瓶中竚 (aniyangga nenden ilha muke bulekušeme teniken fularjame fushufi, udu gargan bilame gajifi hofin de sisifi derei deleri tuwara efiku)。四時八節好風光，人生且莫輕虛度 (duin erin jakûn hacin i tuwabun sabugan oihori, niyalma seme banjirede ainaha seme foihori untuhuri dulemšeci ojorakû)。任君在熱鬧場中花似錦，我愿只愿自在 清閒就是我的福 (agusa kumunggei simenggei bade eitereme alha bulha banjikini, mini cihanggai cihalarangge elehun sulfangga bici uthai mini fengšen inu)。 " (Jakdan, Vol. 1) Note that the parallel Chinese and Manchu texts share the rhyme of -u. 83 The terms are derived from the Book of Changes (Yijing 易經): tong 通, pi 否, yi 益, sun 損. The effect of the playing of onomatopoeia and paronomasia in the two poems may be fully perceived if the musical tunes are recovered. Elsewhere, it has been argued that Manchu was a musical language by those who suggested that Manchu phonics lends itself to clarifying the principles underlying musical tones and pitches in Chinese notational studies. 87 To what extent is this true? And how justifiable is the claim that Qing scholarship was inferior to Ming in musicology? Had Manchu, allegedly a language that enhances the speaker's sensitivity to sounds and pitches, any significant role in the compilation of the Jiugong dacheng Nanbeici gongpu 九宮大成南北詞宮譜 (1746), the magnum opus of the erudite Manchu prince Yûn Lu (Zhuang Qinwang Yunlu 莊親王允祿) which contains fresh and ingenious ideas much lauded by southern Chinese (Cantonese) expert Liang Tingnan (1796-1861)? 88 These are interesting questions for students of Manchu phonology and Qing musicology. Historians have long assumed that "[f]or the Manchus, writing seems to have been a practical matter, connected with politics and its satellites: history and administration. For pure aesthetic enjoyment they apparently stuck to oral literature. By the time the Manchus discovered the charm of written belles-lettres, they were too much advanced on the road to sinicization to write poetry or fiction in Manchu" (Sinor 1968, 105) . By contrast, it was precisely when the Manchu language was losing its role in practical arenas that Jakdan, whose official qualification in Manchu translation consequently appeared to be obsolete, came to devote himself to Manchu belles-lettres (in the form of translation as well as composition) to compensate for the frustration of his career, rebuild his self-confidence and reassert his Manchu identity. Jakdan was not alone, but in the subsequent generation, even though the ability to write in Manchu was still used by those who had acquired it, there was little impetus and the emergence of another Manchu-language translator-cum-poet was less likely. However, based on our present discovery, at least one chapter of the history of Qing literature in general and of Manchu literature in particular has surely to be revised.
